Rigid elements in a field, should they exist, have strong influence on structure of the Witt ring of the field. We generalize rigid elements to the context of tt-fold Pfister forms in two ways and study the relations between n-rigid and super n-rigid elements in various classes of fields including global fields, and in abstract Witt rings. In special cases the existence of higher rigidities turns out to be equivalent to important properties of fields known in literature. Among these are the property A n9 torsion freeness of ΓF and finite stability index of WF.
Introduction. Rigid elements have proved to be of importance in studying the structure of the Witt ring of a field (see, for instance, [1], [2] , [3] , [4] , [18] ). However, the notion of rigidity has strictly binary character and almost all existing approaches to rigid elements revolve around the defining condition D F (\,x) = F 2 U xF 2 . It is easy to find equivalent conditions which suggest the general notion of rigidity defined in terms of w-fold Pfister forms and powers of the fundamental ideal of Witt ring. Thus an element x e F is said to be «-rigid if every n-ίold Pfister form <j> annihilated by (l,x) in WF has to have the factor (1, -x) making φ (l,jc)=0a triviality. Super w-rigidity is obtained by replacing Pfister forms with elements of I n F. It turns out that what is easily seen to be equivalent for n = 1 is presumably a hard problem when n > 2. In this paper we make an attempt to understand what lies behind these general conditions.
In the first section we work in arbitrary fields (of characteristic not two). We find a characterization of H-rigid elements by value sets of quadratic forms and show that the sets of w-rigid elements form an ascending chain for n = 1,2,
The same is proved for super w-rigid elements for special classes of fields. This leads to a new characterization of linked fields (Proposition 1.23). In special cases we arrive at interesting properties of fields studied in the literature. Thus ^-rigidity of x = 1 means the field satisfies Elman and Lam's property A n (cf. [8] ) and super H-rigidity of x = 1 means I n F is torsion free. And for x = -1 the two rigidity properties coincide with WF being (n -l)-stable (cf. [6] ). As a by-product we obtain a characterization of stability in terms of value groups of Pfister forms (see (1.11) below).
KAZIMIERZ SZYMICZEK
Section 2 proves that w-rigid and super w-rigid elements coincide for every n, if the field in question is amenable (cf. [9] ) or linked (cf. [11] ). We also compute explicitly the sets of w-rigid elements for finite, £-adic and global fields.
In §3 we study higher rigidities in abstract Witt rings in the sense of Marshall [15] . The main result asserts that w-rigid and super «-rigid elements coincide in every Witt ring of elementary type. This result includes, in particular, all Pythagorean fields with finite group of square classes and all fields with group of square classes of order < 32. We conclude this paper with relating our generalization of rigid elements to Arason, Elman and Jacob's generalization of birigid elements ([1]).
We use standard notation and terminology (except for higher rigidities). The fields considered are always assumed to have characteristic different from two and F= F\{0}. P n F denotes the set of all rc-fold Pfister forms over F and we often think of ? n F as a subset of the Witt ring WF. For φ e P n F, we write φ' for the pure subform of φ, thus φ = (1) J-φ'. The wth radical R n F is the intersection of value groups of all «-fold Pfister forms over F. ( Conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) are easily generalized to the context of «-fold Pfister forms. We will also generalize (i) but that requires introducing an appropriate analogue of the nth radical of a field. DEFINITION 1.2. For x G F and any non-negative integer n, R 0 (F, x) = F 2 U xF 2 , and *"(*•,*) = Π{^FΦ £>F«*> -«-Φθ:Φ e P^}, for n > 1.
R n (F, x) is said to be the /ίth radical of JP centered at x. Observe that for x = 1, i? n (F, 1) = R n F, is the «th radical of F. R. Bos [3, p. 65] 
Now we consider the four conditions generalizing (i) through (iv) in Proposition 1.1. For x e JP and n > 1 these are
Observe that for n > 1 the assumption φ # 0 in (B) is superfluous (but it is necessary when n = 1). Also in (C) and (D) the right-hand sides are obviously contained in left-hand sides so that in (C) and (D) we can put the equality sign as well. Proof. We may assume n > 1. For φ e P n F we have φ -(1, x) = 0 <=> -JC e D F φ and -x e D F φ' <=> φ e (1, ~Λ;>P n _ 1 JP (Pure Subform Theorem [14, p. 64] ). This verifies (B) «=> (C). To prove (D) => (C), let φ e P n F Π Ann(l, x). Then by (D), φ e (1, -x)Γ~% hence by [6, Theorem 2.1], Φ e (1, -x)P n _ x F as needed. Two lemmas will be needed to finish the proof of 1.3. {\, x) . Then for every φ e P^F, φ<l, -y)(h x) = 0, i.e., Φ<1, -j>> e P n F n Ann<l, x>. Using (C), there exists θ e P n _ x F such that φ(l, -;;
Since this holds for every φ e P n _ ι F, we get >> G R n _ ι (F, x) . . A large portion of this paper is devoted to studying the cases where the converse inclusion holds.
(1.9) Aί-rigidity of x = 1 is equivalent to P/ΠAnn(l,l) =0.
This is precisely the definition of property A n studied by Elman and Lam in [8] . The equivalence of (A) and (C) includes as a special case the following result (cf.
(1.10) Super ^-rigidity of x = 1 means ΓF Π Ann(l, 1) = 0. This is easily seen to be equivalent with I n F Π W t F = 0. Thus the question of whether 1 e R n F => 1 e SupR n F turns out to be equivalent to the important open problem: does A n imply that I n F is torsion free? Elman and Lam [8, p. 37] say that this "seems to be a rather difficult and elusive question". Certainly, the same applies to the general question raised by Theorem 1.3: does (C) imply (D)? or equivalently, for any field F, is (1.14) R n F and SupR n F are unions of cosets of R n -λ F in A For, if q e I"" 1 / 7 and >; e lί n _ 1 F, then yq = q and so for # e / Π JF, ήf e Ann(l, x> <=» ήf e Ann<l, xy) and ^ e (1, -x)Γ~ιF <=> ήr e (1, -xy)I n~ι F. Hence if x satisfies (D), so does xy. The same applies to R n F.
(
. This follows from (1.14). where a e F, φ is a Pfister neighbor associated to an «-fold Pfister form and θ is an arbitrary form.
EXAMPLES. (1.20). Every strong «-Pfister ideal is (trivially) «-Pfister neighbor ideal. More interestingly, every strong «-Pfister ideal A is (n 4-1)-Pfister neighbor ideal. Indeed, let q e A, dimq > 2 n and q = a 1 φ 1 ± ---± a r φ r , where a t e F 9 φ, G P n F and r > 1. Consider a x φ λ ± a 2 Then by the hypothesis on Γ~ιF, p = aφ ± θ, where φ is a Pfister neighbor of some σ e P n F, a & F and ^ is an F-form. Thus σ = φ ± φ λ with dimφ 1 < dimφ and for p λ = p JL -ασ we have /?! = -ύfφ 1 4-θ in /^J^^ < dimφ x + dim^ < dimφ + dim0 = dim p. Recall that (1.21) and Theorem 1.22 imply our earlier statement in Proposition 1.18 (iii). The question now arises what other cases are covered by the Theorem. We answer this completely for n = 3 proving the following result. PROPOSITION 2 
I 2 F is a 3-Pfister neighbor ideal if and only ifI

F is linked (iff quaternion algebras form a subgroup in the Brauer group of F).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 1.22 and 1.23. However, we will recapture and strengthen this result in the next section (see Corollary 2.6 and combine it with Proposition 1.16).
Amenable and linked fields.
In this section we prove that basic question of whether R n F = SupR n F for every n > 1, has an affirmative answer for every amenable and every linked field. We also compute the sets R n F for all £-adic and all global fields. Recall that a field F is said to be amenable, if for every finite set {φ l9 ..., φ k } of Pfister forms over F and for K = F(φ v ..., φ k ), the iterated function field of φ l9 ..., φ k over F, where W(K/F) is the kernel of the canonical ring homomoφhism WF -» WK (see [9] for details). We will use below corollary to a basic result of [9] on amenable fields. We also have B = Σ±Φj> where φ..e P n _ λ F.
Since ((-c ι ) )φ J G P n F Π Ann(l, x) and x is «-rigid, we get ((-c ι ) )φ J (l,-*)^.^. It follows hence also <? G (1, -x Now we proceed to linked fields. A field F is said to be ^-linked, if any pair of «-fold Pfister forms over F are linked (cf. [7] ). as needed. Now assume r > 0. Then from qÂ nn(l, x) we get the equation
By a dimension count it follows (l,x)q r is isotropic, hence hyperbolic. Thus q r G P n+r F C\ Ann(l,jc> = (1,-x)P λ1 + r _ 1 F, the latter by Proposition 1. 16 . Hence a r q r G (1, -x)Γ~ιF and by induction, ^r G (1, -x)Γ~ιF as needed. COROLLARY [7] . Now that we have settled that π-rigid and super w-rigid elements coincide in the fields of number theory, we proceed to computing R n F for F finite, p-adic and global field. Proof. The first statement follows by inspecting the value groups of (two) forms (\,x). Since F satisfies A 2 , R 2 F = F by (1.13), and the Proposition 1.16 gives the result for n > 2. PROPOSITION 
If F is linked {i.e., F is 2-linked or, equivalently, the quaternion algebras form a subgroup in the Brauer group of F), then for every n >
1, R n F= Sup R n F.
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For a list of examples of linked fields including finite, p-adic and global fields, see
Let F be a p-adic field (i.e., local with finite residue class field). (i) If F is non-dyadic, then
(ii) IfFis dyadic, then R λ F = 0. Proof. Assuming well-known facts about £-adic fields (cf. [13, Ch. VI]), we see that (i) and (ii) are routine. Since I 3 F = 0 and the unique anisotropic 2-fold Pfister form φ over F satisfies D F (φ f ) = F\ F 2 , we see that (iii) and (iv) also follows. PROPOSITION 
Let F be a global field
Proof, (i) Let x e P. By [16, 65:19] there exists a non-archimedean prime ρ x such that x e F 2 χ . Let p 2 be another non-archimedean prime. By [16, 72:1] , there exists φ e P 2 F which is anisotropic over F p for p = p λ or p 2 but hyperbolic over all other localizations F r In particular, (1, x) φ is torsion in torsion-free
(ϋ) If φ e p F, n > 3, then φ = 2γ, γ e P n _ λ F (cf. 13, p. 172] (1 + a n ), where a t e G w is denoted P n W. For φ = b λ 4-+b n with Z>, e G^ we will also use the form notation φ = (b y ...,b n ) and call φ an ^-dimensional form.
We say that x e G w is «-rigid if (C) P n ϊF Π Ann(l, x> = (l, -JC)P W _ 1^,
and JC e G^ is said to be super w-rigid, if Since the result 3.8 has been established in §2, we will prove only 3.6 and 3.7.
Proof of 3.6. (i) and (ϋ) are immediate consequences of the definition of direct product, (iii) and (iv) are routine on using (C) and (D) and the following result on annihilators. If q = (q v q 2 ) e W = W x X W 2 , then Ann w q = Ann^ q x X Ann^2 q 2 .
Here one inclusion is trivial and to prove " D " one uses the fact that Witt ring does not contain zero divisors of odd dimension. Now (v) follows from (iii) and (iv). Now we proceed to the case of group rings. So let (S,G S ) be a Witt ring and Δ = {1, t) be a 2-element group. So let x e Λ 11 "^ and let φ e P Λ ϊFn Ann(l,x>. If φ e P n 5, we get φG (l,-x)P n _ ι S, by 1.16. If φ £ P n S, we may write φ = (l,j/)σ ? y e G 5 , σ e P^.^. Now (1, x)φ = 0 implies (1, x)σ = 0 and it follows that φ=(hyt)σe(l,yή(h-x)P n _ 2 Sς:(h-x)P n _ ι W.
Conversely, if x G i{"]^ n G s and φ e P rt _iS Π Ann(l, x> then (1, t)φ = (1, -x)β for some θ e P^.^ by hypothesis. If ^ e P n _xS, then φ = 0 and we are done. Otherwise (l,-x)θ = { (a,-x))o -a((t,-x) )σ for some a ^ G s and σ e P n _ 2 S and it follows φ = (1, -x)σ 9 as required.
